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the old asm disk utility has been
discontinued. the old asm disk utility was
included in the asm disk utility that was
included with the super grafx2. it was
replaced by the oracle asm disk utility
included with the new super grafx2 4.0.1. the
blitz solution can backup protected and non-
protected disks. if you want to backup
protected disks you can use the blitz cable to
backup protected disks. to restore a
protected disk you need to use the blitz
cable to restore the data you copied from the
protected disk. if you want to backup non-
protected disks then you can use the blitz
cable to backup non-protected disks. you
need to restore a non-protected disk before
you can restore the data. you can protect a
disk with the blitz solution but you cannot
restore a protected disk. if you want to
protect a disk you need to backup the disk
with the blitz cable. if you want to restore a
disk you need to restore the disk with the
blitz cable. a protected disk cannot be
restored. the blitz cable has two sides. one
side is connected to a disk and the other side
is connected to an external drive. the blitz
cable connects to the external drive as a
printer port. the blitz cable can be used to
backup and restore protected disks. the blitz
cable is not connected to the computer. the
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blitz cable is connected to the external drive.
the blitz cable reads the data from the disk
and writes the data to the external drive. the
external drive might have a different file
system than the disk. the blitz cable might
not be able to read and write to the disk if
the external drive has a different file system
than the disk. if the external drive does not
have a file system compatible with the disk
then the blitz cable will attempt to mount the
disk. if the external drive is a windows
computer then it might not be compatible
with a mac disk.
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like most standard connectors, the sata jacks
and plugs have an orientation. if the cable is
not inserted correctly, it may not work and
not be detected by the motherboard. if the
power plug is inserted into the wrong sata

slot, for example, it may not function. insert
the power plug only into the sata power

receptacle on your motherboard. computers
usually have several sata ports, so its a good
idea to experiment with more than one sata
cable. if you have more than one available,
test each cable to see which one works and
is properly connected. if they all work, pick

one to use. most sata cables have two plugs:
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a power plug for the motherboard and a data
plug for the ssd. the data plug is most likely

connected to the motherboard and the
motherboard is most likely connected to the
computer. the motherboard and computer
must both be powered on to use the cable.
one cable may not work if the motherboard

is powered off, so test the cable on the
power-on motherboard before using it with
the powered-off computer. if the computer
isnt working or detects the sata cable but
does not show the ssd in the bios, try a
different cable. if that doesnt work, try a

different port. if that doesnt work, you will
need a new sata cable. the sata power cable

is a very important component of the
installation because it provides power to the
motherboard, which in turn provides power
to the ssd. if the power cable is not working

or if the motherboard and/or ssd are not
working, the sata cable is most likely the

cause of the problem. when connecting your
sata data cable, insert it into the sata data
plug of the ssd. if the data plug is properly

inserted into the motherboard, the sata data
cable will make a click. if it does not make a
click, try another cable or connector. if it still
doesnt work, you will need a new sata cable.
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